PCA National Specialty Results, Orlando, Florida held on June 08 and 09, 2018
Judge: Ms. Sharon Newcomb

**Best of Breed**

GCH CROWN JEWEL ROYAL TREASURE AT ADAUGEO.

**Best of Winners**

FIRST PLACE - ANIMATO ANNACOTT RED DIAMOND.

**Best of Opposite Sex**

GCH SIR NEWTON.
TS25673801. 3/2/15. Brdr: Margie Riccomini, GCH SHOGIN'S PRINCE OF MAYHEM ON SILKWINGS - MONARCH'S LADY TONETTE. Owners: Katherine Mims Agent: Ellen Akers-Perry (Dog)

**Select Dog**

GCH JAREAUX PROPER MOTION SULEAN.
Select Bitch

CH INSIGNIA DENZEL PERFECTLY SERIOUS.
TS29056403. 8/20/15. Brdr: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick, GCHB CH DENZEL IN DRESS BLUES - CH DENZEL CAN'T BE SERIOUS. Owners: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick (Bitch)

Awards of Merit

GCH FLOLIN WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD.
TS25045201. 1/27/15. Brdr: Linda C Foiles, GCH STARSIGN'S TRICKIN' ST NICK - CH FLOLIN CHIC BY DESIGN STARSIGN. Owners: Linda C FoilesAgent: Chase Waddell (Dog)

SHERJAK'S ESSENCE WITHIN.

GCHS WINGSSONG WINNING COLORS.
TS20847701. 10/3/13. Brdr: Pat Jones, Chris Jones, CH WINGSSONG ALYDAR - CH WINGSSONG WILD AT HEART. Owners: Pat Jones, Chris Jones, Greynell Richards (Dog)

GCHP MEDINA'S LUCK BE A LADY TONIGHT.
TS08698701. 12/29/11. Brdr: Sandra Haber, CH BOY OF TONY YOU DON'T FOOL EM ELAFLA - CH MEDINA'S LITTLE BIT O'LUCK. Owners: Sandra Haber (Bitch)

GCH ROCYN'S UPTOWN GIRL.

Winners Dog

ANIMATO ANNACOTT RED DIAMOND.
**Reserve Winners Dog**

**FIRST PLACE - RORRALORE MYKOLAS.**
TS37666301. 10/10/17. Brdr: Charlotte Clem McGowan, CH RORRALORE ROYAL SCANDAL - CH RORRALORE SI DOLCE. Owners: Charlotte Clem McGowan

**Winners Bitch**

**DOMINO'S HELL'S A POPPIN'.**
TS31815703. 9/3/16. Brdr: Laura Temperato, Leona Domino, GCH BELLADONNA'S GOING FOR THE GOLD - CH DOMINO'S STELLA BY MOONLIGHT. Owners: Leona Domino, Laura Temperato (Bitch)

**Reserve Winners Bitch**

**DENZEL FINE ART.**
TS37119901. 5/15/17. Brdr: Tracy Burdick, CH DENZEL POP ART - GCH DENZEL BEST DRESSED. Owners: Tracy Burdick

**Best Puppy**

**FIRST PLACE - RORRALORE MYKOLAS.**
TS37666301. 10/10/17. Brdr: Charlotte Clem McGowan, CH RORRALORE ROYAL SCANDAL - CH RORRALORE SI DOLCE. Owners: Charlotte Clem McGowan (Dog)

**Best Bred-By Exhibitor**

**DOMINO'S HELL'S A POPPIN'.**
TS31815703. 9/3/16. Brdr: Laura Temperato, Leona Domino, GCH BELLADONNA'S GOING FOR THE GOLD - CH DOMINO'S STELLA BY MOONLIGHT. Owners: Leona Domino, Laura Temperato (Bitch)

**Best Veteran**

**GCH CH LIBERTY'S BORN FREE.**
TR71831202. 10/16/07. Brdr: Chris Jackson, CH DOMINOS TOAST OF THE TOWN - CH JAVA'S BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL. Owners: Chris Jackson (Bitch)
Best Phalène

ANIMATO ANNACOTT RED DIAMOND.

Best Junior Handler

HOPE PEAVEY
DIAMONDSUN DBL JUSTICE PARASOL .

Puppy Dogs 6 Mos. & Under 9 Mos.

FIRST PLACE - RORRALORE MYKOLAS.
TS37666301. 10/10/17. Brdr: Charlotte Clem McGowan, CH RORRALORE ROYAL SCANDAL - CH RORRALORE SI DOLCE. Owners: Charlotte Clem McGowan

SECOND PLACE - DISYRE WISH ME LUCK.
TS37634301. 10/12/17. Brdr: Linda Fitzmaurice, Diana Sayre, GCHB CANDELLA WISH UPON A STAR AT DISYRE - CH DISYRE FRANKLY I CAN. Owners: Linda Fitzmaurice, Diana Sayre

THIRD PLACE - ZELICAON TAKE THE LEAD.

FOURTH PLACE - SKYTRY'S SUPERNATURAL TEDDY BEAR'S BARE HEART.
TS37593102. 12/2/17. Brdr: Joanne Glawson, Skylar Amanda Lane Glawson, CH SKYTRY'S FALCON HEART BY MONARCH - SKYTRY'S DADDY'S LITTLE SUOERNATURAL PRINCESS. Owners: Joanne Glawson, Skylar Amanda Lane Glawson

Puppy Dogs 9 Mos. & Under 12 Mos.

FIRST PLACE - DESIREE SUN KISSED SAILOR.
SECOND PLACE - CADGETS I SPY JAMES BOND AT ZELICAON.
TS35681502. 7/29/17. Brdr: Forrest G Johnson, Gayle Key, CH CADGETS BACK TO THE FUTURE - CH EMERALD GARDEN ZELICAON VIOLET. Owners: Forrest G Johnson, Gayle Key

THIRD PLACE - AZURE PHILOSOPHER'S KANE.
TS35682403. 8/15/17. Brdr: Kathy Patterson, XANADU PHILOSOPHER'S STONE - CH WILLOW'S POND NASHI CLINAЕ. Owners: Nili Young

FOURTH PLACE - AZURE CHACE N THE LIMELIGHT.
TS35682402. 8/15/17. Brdr: Kathy Patterson, XANADU PHILOSOPHER'S STONE - CH WILLOW'S POND NASHI CLINAЕ. Owners: Kathy Patterson

Dogs 12 Mos. & Under 18 Mos.

FIRST PLACE - JAREAUX TOP OF THE ROCK.
TS33383003. 2/2/17. Brdr: Tammie Sommerson-Wilcox, John Wilcox, CH JAREAUX ANNIE OAKLEY SULEAN - GCH CH ZELICAON BUTCH CASSIDY AT DRACO. Owners: Grayson Haynes, Heather Haynes

SECOND PLACE - DENZEL THE END GAME.
TS33452802. 12/14/16. Brdr: Tracy Burdick, CH DENZEL THE MAD HATTER - CH DENZEL SUMMER'S END. Owners: Tracy Burdick

THIRD PLACE - CANDELLA DOM PERIGNON.
TS33279603. 12/30/16. Brdr: Carol W. Ochs, CANDELLA MOONLIGHT FEELS RIGHT - GCHB CH CANDELLA WILL O' WISP. Owners: Carol W. Ochs

FOURTH PLACE - RAEEANNE'S FINISHING TOUCH.
3/30/17. Brdr: Toby Hately, MGL-ISLE ROYAL RANSOM OF VW - NICOMEN'S ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. Owners: Toby Hately

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs

FIRST PLACE - WINGSSONG THIS COULD BE LOVE.
TS32017001. 5/4/16. Brdr: Pat Jones, Chris Jones, GCHP WINGSSONG SINGULAR SENSATION - CH WINGSSONG VALENTINE. Owners: Pat Jones, Chris Jones
SECOND PLACE - MUNECA PERFECT STORM.

THIRD PLACE - DENZEL IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES.
TS31959501. 12/18/15. Brdr: Tracy Burdick, GCH DENZEL THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE - CH DENZEL SHEER IMAGINATION. Owners: Tracy Burdick

FOURTH PLACE - SKYTRY'S THERE HAS NEVER LIVED A MORE LOYAL SQUIRE.
TS35568801. 4/12/17. Brdr: Joanne Glawson, Skylar Glawson, Amanda Glawson, GCHB CH ZELICAON JOURNEY TO INDEPENDENCE - CH D'VINE'S SKYTRY DRAMATIC BANSHEE. Owners: Joanne Glawson, Skylar Amanda, Lane Glawson

American Bred Dogs

FIRST PLACE - PLAYTYME'S ALOTTA PAINT TALKIN.

SECOND PLACE - RILEY'S MASTER OF COLOR.

THIRD PLACE - SKYTRY'S AVENGERS AMERICAN HERO.
TS30636402. 12/23/15. Brdr: Joanne Glawson, Skylar Amanda, Lane Glawson, GCH CH SKYTRY'S TRANSFORMERS HIP-HOP MUSIC MASTER - SKYTRY'S SCREAM'S SOLE SURVIVOR. Owners: Joanne Glawson, Skylar Amanda, Lane Glawson

FOURTH PLACE - CROWN JEWEL LORD OF THE MANOR AT 2HEARTS.

Open Dogs, Drop Ear

FIRST PLACE - ANIMATO ANNACOTT RED DIAMOND.
SECOND PLACE - BE MY LUCKY BOY JAGBAR BOHEMIA.
TS31629101. 4/16/16. Brdr: Lucie Obranska, MARLEY VIVE VANETTE - ABBY-GAIL Z UDOLI MEDNIKA. Owners: Marcy Wyrens, Robert Wakelam

Open Dogs, Erect Ear

FIRST PLACE - DENZEL SURROUND SOUND.
TS37184401. 6/13/16. Brdr: Tracy Burdick, CH DENZEL NOW HEAR THIS - CH DENZEL MASTERPIECE. Owners: Tracy Burdick

SECOND PLACE - POLAR WINGS ATTENTION TO ME.

THIRD PLACE – PLANET WAVES FOREVER YOUNG DAYDREAM BELIEVERS.
7/20/16. Brdr: Kathleen Roosens, Jens Goessens, MULTI CH KANDYNO DE COSTALINA - NOW REMEMBER MY NAME DAYDREAM BELIEVERS. Owners: Madeleine Ottosson, Kathleen Roosens

FOURTH PLACE - PARASOL DELUXE DECORUM MR DARCY.
TS30219701. 5/2/16. Brdr: Dorothy Anderson, CH DIAMONDSUN DBL JUSTICE PARASOL - GCHS DIAMONDSUN’S XENA. Owners: Dorothy Anderson, Donald Gill Agent: Greg Larson

Puppy Bitches 6 Mos. & Under 9 Mos.

FIRST PLACE - BREVETTE SOLITAIRE.
TS37299803. 12/3/17. Brdr: Jo Anne Ybaben, GCH CROWN JEWEL DRACO ITS IN THE CARDS - GCH BREVETTE FER SURE, REALLY. Owners: Jo Anne Ybaben

SECOND PLACE – WINDLAKE KISATCHIE SHAKEN AND STIRRED.
TS35694102. 9/24/17. Brdr: Jacquelyn C Cantwell, Vernon W Cantwell , CH TRESOR’S STONE OF DIVINE LOVE - GCHS CH WINDLAKE KAROUSEL LASSEZ LES BONS TEMPS ROULE. Owners: Lisa Christensen, Chris Christensen

THIRD PLACE – DENZEL THE LATEST TREND.
TS37107402. 10/24/17. Brdr: Tracy Burdick, CH DENZEL RISE TO THE OCCASION - CH DENZEL THE LATEST FASHION. Owners: Tracy Burdick

FOURTH PLACE - CORAL BAY’S ONE LAST WISH.
TS36205001. 10/11/17. Brdr: Carol Anne Giles, PAPIJOA HEADLINE - GCH CH CONNECTION SILIJANS SECRET WISH. Owners: Ellen Akers-Perry, Carol Anne Giles
Puppy Bitches 9 Mos. & Under 12 Mos.

FIRST PLACE - DESIREE CATALINA KISS.
TS36190401. 9/3/17. Brdr: Maureen McGrath, GCHS BREVETTE KISS ON THE CHIC - CH CONNECTION SILJANS SWEETSUPRICE. Owners: Maureen McGrath

SECOND PLACE - WILDFIRE CAN I GET AN AMEN.
TS35806701. 7/27/17. Brdr: Angela Pickett, Cheslie Pickett, GCHG WILDFIRE ON THE VERGE - CH WILDFIRE PREACHING TO THE CHOIR. Owners: Angela Pickett, Cheslie Pickett

THIRD PLACE - DENZEL RAINBOW'S END.
TS37120103. 7/25/17. Brdr: Tracy Burdick, CH DENZEL POP ICON - CH DENZEL SUMMER'S END. Owners: Tracy Burdick

FOURTH PLACE - DRACO VIVACIOUS AT MERRYLEGS.
TS35439301. 8/31/17. Brdr: Anita Wright, CH PASSIONPAPS DRACO INVINCIBLE - DRACO UPTOWN GIRL. Owners: Mary Frisch

Bitches 12 Mos. & Under 18 Mos.

FIRST PLACE - DENZEL FINE ART.
TS37119901. 5/15/17. Brdr: Tracy Burdick, CH DENZEL POP ART - GCH DENZEL BEST DRESSED. Owners: Tracy Burdick

SECOND PLACE - SHERJAK'S JAMAICAN ME CRAZY.

THIRD PLACE - MARQUIS PERFECT FOR EVERY OCCASION.
TS34945902. 2/5/17. Brdr: Paula Pay, Kevin Ray, Jessica Isenbarger, CH MARQUIS PUT ME IN COACH - CH MARQUIS GIRL'S NIGHT OUT. Owners: Paula Ray, Kevin Ray

FOURTH PLACE - RUNWAY'S WIND DANCER.
TS34386701. 5/9/17. Brdr: Julia King, CH RUNWAY'S LET'S DANCE - CH ZELICAON JENNA-JO. Owners: Julia King
**Bitches, Amateur Owner Handler**

**FIRST PLACE - KIRIN MORNING SUNSHINE.**
TS30272602. 3/14/16. Brdr: Barbara Gossett, GCH CH NIGHTFIRE'S UNIQUE BUT REAL - CH ALAFA'S BFF KATELYNN. Owners: Robin C Mello, Frank M Mello

**Bred By Exhibitor Bitches**

**FIRST PLACE - DOMINO'S HELL'S A POPPIN'.**
TS31815703. 9/3/16. Brdr: Laura Temperato, Leona Domino, GCH BELLADONNA'S GOING FOR THE GOLD - CH DOMINO'S STELLA BY MOONLIGHT. Owners: Leona Domino, Laura Temperato

**SECOND PLACE - BAYPALMS SEA BREEZE.**
TS30228602. 3/26/16. Brdr: Lori Landis, GCH DRACO A GAME OF THRONES - CH DRACO DREAM REALIZED AT BAYPALMS. Owners: Lori Landis

**THIRD PLACE - INSIGNIA DENZEL ABSOLUTELY SERIOUS.**
TS29056404. 8/20/15. Brdr: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick, GCH CH DENZEL IN DRESS BLUES - CH DENZEL CAN'T BE SERIOUS. Owners: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick

**FOURTH PLACE - SERNA-STEDT MAGIC TRIP FROM AKAI.**
TS30482801. 1/22/16. Brdr: June Peterson, Marion Ford, CH KVAR JOSANDRE TRIPOLY - CH VEGA AKAI MIDNIGHT PARTY GIRL. Owners: June Peterson

**American Bred Bitches**

**FIRST PLACE - THE PINES PAUL-ET.**

**SECOND PLACE - GOLDENBAY MIRA PERFECT DELIGHT.**

**THIRD PLACE - FAIRYTAIL'S N' BELLADONNA'S PRETTY LITTLE LIAR.**
**Open Bitches, Drop Ear**

**FIRST PLACE - AKAI'S DIAMOND IN A RHINESTONE WORLD.**
TS31181001. 5/19/16. Brdr: Marion Ford GCH ANDALI ANIMATO MONT BLANC - AKAI'S HOPE DIAMOND. Owners: Marion Ford

**SECOND PLACE - ANIMATO ANNACOTT BLACK PEARL.**

**THIRD PLACE - DOLLBABIES HANNA HEART OF HAVANA.**
TS37886201. 10/29/16. Brdr: Ilze Fraimane, Jessera CELTIC LEGEND DOLLBABIES - PUTTERFLIES ANKHMORPORK'S AMULETT. Owners: Anne Nettles

**Open Bitches, Erect Ear**

**FIRST PLACE - DOMINO'S FAIRY TALE DREAMS.**

**SECOND PLACE - INSIGNIA DENZEL LAUGH OUT LOUD.**
TS32006202. 5/26/16. Brdr: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick, CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE - CH DENZEL CAN'T BE SERIOUS. Owners: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick

**THIRD PLACE - FAERS DANCING ON MISTY MOONBEAMS.**
TS29819303. 3/5/16. Brdr: Dorothy Fain, GCH CH FLINTERS AIN'T HE A REBEL - CH QUILSTAR SUMMER BREEZE AT FAER. Owners: Dorothy Fain

**FOURTH PLACE - HEISE'S SILK PAJAMAS.**

**Veteran Dogs 10 Yrs. & Older**

**FIRST PLACE - GCH JOSANDRE' STORM'S A BREWING.**
TR70618701. 10/3/07. Brdr: Mary Jo Loya, CH JANAIS STRANGE BREW - CH JOSANDRE' SHADY LADY. Owners: Tegan Jaworski, Mary Hi Loya
SECOND PLACE - GCH CH A NIGHTS HIGH JYNX RN.
TR39986901. 6/8/05. Brdr: Kimberly Jennings, CH DIANDEE CHARLIE CHAPLIN - PIXIEDUST LUNAR NUGGET. Owners: Judy Dunn, Eileen Warner

Veteran Bitches 7 Yrs. & Under 10 Yrs.

FIRST PLACE - GCH LOTEKI IN THE HEAT OF THE MOMENT.
TR81867301. 6/28/08. Brdr: Lou Ann King, CH CHANCEUX SOME LIKE IT HOT - CH LOTEKI THE WIND IN MY HAIR. Owners: Lou Ann King

SECOND PLACE - GCHB CH CANDELLA WILL O'WISP.

THIRD PLACE - GCH CHB COQUINA’S LADY JAYDA RN.

FOURTH PLACE - GCH CH MACH2 STARSTRUCK REMEMBER MY NAME.
TS03005701. 12/21/10. Brdr: Andrea Samuels, CH RINGLANDS LEGACY’S STORY - NAC CH MACH8 PACH2 STARSTRUCK SPARKLE PLENTY RN XF. Owners: Andrea Samuels

Veteran Bitches 10 Yrs. & Older

FIRST PLACE - GCH CH LIBERTY’S BORN FREE.
TR71831202. 10/16/07. Brdr: Chris Jackson, CH DOMINOS TOAST OF THE TOWN - CH JAVA'S BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL. Owners: Chris Jackson

Junior Showmanship – Open Class

FIRST PLACE – HOPE PEAVEY.

SECOND PLACE – ISABELLE MUIR.
THIRD PLACE - AVA ENGEL.
A & A’S WINDY GATE SUUBEE

Junior Showmanship — Master Class

FIRST PLACE – GRACE STEWART.
CH STARLINE N MARRICS MEN OF ANGELS. TS 34050801. 1/21/17. Brdr: Grace Stewart, Marcy Wyrens. CH CONNECTION SILJANS PAINTED MOON — BGCH MARRICS DECADENT DELIGHT.
Owners: Grace Stewart.